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SIF’s Historical Background 

•70’s: Appears the first Supervised Injection Facilities (in 

Holland) 

•80’s: Created SIF’s in Switzerland 

•90’s: It is created the first SIF in Deutschland and we assist at 

proliferation of SIF in Holland (because of the increasing 

number of injected drug users concentrated in public spaces) 

•2000’s: The SIF’s are being implanted in a lot of countries 

(Canada, Australia, Spain, Norway…); 

 

•Portugal: Legally forecast since 2001 (DL 193/2001 de 21/06), 

there isn’t, at the moment, any SIF in construction or 

functioning. 
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In Portugal… 

The creation of SIF’s in Portugal presumes… 
… distribution of syringes, filters, distillated water, citric acid… 

… a maximum of 10 clients/users at the same time (or 2 if in a 

ambulatory service); 

… the responsibility of the drug consumption is of the user, that 

must have more than 18 years old, and a situation (evaluated 

by the professionals) of high dependence; 

… must have a staff with, at least, one nurse or other health 

professional prepared to give first aid assistance; 

… the staff must be coordinated by a professional of the 

psychosocial field; 

… it should functioning in areas with a huge concentration of 

injection drug users and not it residential areas. 
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The Fear of Crime 

The concept of “fear of crime” refers to a social 

representation of the context by the individuals that (as 

systems) lives in it. 

The study of “fear of crime”, is also important, because there is 

the necessity to know the aspects that promote or reduce the 

well-being of a group, and the literature indicates that more “fear 

of crime” more protection behaviors of the individuals (like stay 

closed at home), that result in social isolation, and consequent 

lost of life quality, well-being, and satisfaction with the social 

support existent. 

 

And this is a vicious cycle… 
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Fear of Crime 

Criminal Perspective: 

 

Bases in a set of variables directly related with the individual and the 

way he/she, individually, percepts the danger of a situation 

(vulnerability, direct and vicarious victimizatio and social-

demographic characteristics).. 

It is the risk perception, associated with the resources (individual and 

social ones) that allow him/her to defend himself/herself, that create 

the “fear of crime”. 

The biggest the felling of vulnerability, the biggest will be the “fear fo 

crime”. 
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Fear of Crime 

Welfare Offences Perspective 

 

The existence of “social disorders” (homeless people, drug abusers, 

noise, children with bad behavior) and physical ones (vandalism, 

abandoned cars and houses, graffiti's, syringes, garbage) create a 

felling of inexistence of informal social controls.  

In this case, the “fear of crime” is promoted by the understanding of the 

welfare offences as a clear sign (and anticipation) of the danger, 

and is not necessary the real occurrence of criminal acts. 
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Fear of Crime 

Social Disorganization Perspective: 

 

Explain the “fear of crime” as promoted by the way an individual understand the 

structure of his/her community and the existence of informal social controls. 

The “fear of crime” is explained by the inexistence (or low level existence) of social 

processes in an determined space, such as neighborhood reciprocity, feeling of 

community, and informal social controls (and consequent criminal practices) 

being, by this order, suit in the perception of the community dynamics. 

The social contacts with persons with different cultural backgrounds can also promote 

the “fear of crime”, because of the difficulty to understand and interpret the 

values, attitudes and behaviors of those individuals.. 
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Results  

Impact in Public use of Drugs 

… it diminishing the situations of public use and, consequently, it diminishing the 

embarrassment that those situations create for the populations that live in those 

places. 

Impact in Health Auto-Care 

… bigger understanding for the risks of drug consumption 

… changes the hygienic behaviors 

Impact in Syringe Share 

… diminishing the share of syringes 

Overdoses and Deaths related  

… diminishing the number of overdoses and permit a fast and effective assistance, in 

order to prevent death 
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Results  

The SIF’s as Bridges to other Services 

… it promotes the referrals to other services, especially treatment facilities, depending 

of the local capacity to satisfied the clients necessities 

Crime 

… the SIF’s don’t create a concentration of drug users and there is no evidences of a 

growing of crime, directly or indirectly promoted by the facilities 

Other Indicators 

… the population agrees with the SIF’s 

… the average years of consumption by injection drug users is 15,9 years, and only 

one individual (n=1065) refers that the first contact by this way was on SIF’s 
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Conclusions 

The creation of SIF’s could signify less “fear of crime”, because… 

 

… it is not having impact in the criminality and is not promoting the growth of 

the frequency of drug users on those places 

… this services are promoting a diminution of the public consumption and 

promoting the public health 

 

This diminution of the “fear of crime” can indicate positive changes in the 

structure of the community and in the social processes, promoting less 

perception of risk and, consequently, it can promote the life quality, well-

being, and satisfaction with the social support existent. 
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